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Abstract—Multicore systems are being increasingly used for
embedded system deployments, even in safety-critical domains.
Co-hosting applications of different criticality levels in the same
platform requires sufficient isolation among them, which has
given rise to the mixed-criticality scheduling problem and several
recently proposed policies. Such policies typically employ runtime
mechanisms to monitor task execution, detect exceptional events
like task overruns, and react by switching scheduling mode.
Implementing such mechanisms efficiently is crucial for any
scheduler to detect runtime events and react in a timely manner,
without compromising the system’s safety. This paper investigates
implementation alternatives for these mechanisms and empir-
ically evaluates the effect of their runtime overhead on the
schedulability of mixed-criticality applications. Specifically, we
implement in user-space two state-of-the-art scheduling policies:
the flexible time-triggered FTTS [1] and the partitioned EDF-
VD [2], and measure their runtime overheads on a 60-core
Intel R©Xeon Phi and a 4-core Intel R©Core i5 for the first time.
Based on extensive executions of synthetic task sets and an
industrial avionic application, we show that these overheads
cannot be neglected, esp. on massively multicore architectures,
where they can incur a schedulability loss up to 97%. Evaluating
runtime mechanisms early in the design phase and integrating
their overheads into schedulability analysis seem therefore in-
evitable steps in the design of mixed-criticality systems. The need
for verifiably bounded overheads motivates the development of
novel timing-predictable architectures and runtime environments
specifically targeted for mixed-criticality applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

As a result of the constantly increasing share of multicore
and manycore platforms in the electronics market, the field
of embedded systems follows an unprecedented trend towards
integrating multiple applications into a single platform. This
trend applies even to real-time systems for safety-critical
domains, such as avionics and automotive. Applications in
these domains are characterized by several criticality levels,
which express the required protection against failure. The
problem of scheduling mixed-criticality applications has thus
become a major concern in industry and in the real-time
research community. Appropriate scheduling policies must
ensure minimal interference from lower criticality to higher
criticality applications and at the same time efficient resource
utilization, i.e., restricting over-provisioning for higher critical-
ity applications.

Traditionally, the industrial practice in safety-critical do-
mains favors partitioning mechanisms at the operating-system
and hardware level, e.g., based on the ARINC-653 standard [3].
Within a partition, tasks of the same criticality level can
exclusively access the platform resources, while failures in one
partition cannot affect the task execution in other partitions.
This way, partitioning enforces timing and performance isola-
tion among applications of different criticality levels, thus facil-
itating the certification of mixed-criticality systems. Following
this concept, the flexible time-triggered and synchronization-
based (FTTS) scheduling policy was recently proposed [1] and
adopted by the CERTAINTY project [4] as a software-based,

flexible partitioning solution for enhanced resource efficiency.
On the other hand, a plethora of scheduling policies have been
proposed in the literature [5], which co-schedule applications
of different criticality levels without explicit partitioning. To
protect the timing correctness of higher criticality applications
from the possibly unpredictable behavior of lower criticality
applications, these policies are based on runtime monitoring. In
cases where the execution time of some tasks surpasses given
thresholds, immediate actions, such as degrading the service of
lower criticality tasks, take place. Such scheduling policies aim
for more efficient resource utilization than static partitioning
methods, while also preserving the timing correctness of the
higher criticality tasks. A representative multicore scheduling
policy of this category is the partitioned EDF with virtual
deadlines (pEDF-VD) [2].

A major difference between traditional (single-criticality)
and mixed-criticality real-time scheduling lies in the implemen-
tation of the partitioning, monitoring and service degradation
mechanisms that enforce the isolation among criticality levels.
The runtime overhead of such mechanisms is crucial to the
performance of the schedulers, which need to detect runtime
events and react on time to initiate the required scheduling
mode switches. Especially on multicores, where frequent inter-
core synchronization and/or parallel periodic monitoring of
several tasks need to be implemented, the cost paid for
isolation can have a severe effect on the schedulability of
mixed-criticality applications. In this paper, we focus exactly
on this cost. We investigate different ways to implement
mixed-criticality mechanisms and quantify their runtime over-
head within a Linux user-space framework, on two platforms,
the commercial 60-core Intel R©Xeon Phi [6] and the 4-core
Intel R©Core i5. Based on empirical results, we evaluate the
effect of the runtime overheads on schedulability for two
state-of-the-art scheduling policies. Our contributions can be
summarized as follows:
• We motivate the need to consider runtime mixed-criticality
mechanisms, such as task monitoring and mode switching,
by analytically characterizing the impact of their overhead
on the schedulability condition of the state-of-the-art single-
core scheduling policy EDF-VD [7].
• We propose different ways to implement common mixed-
criticality mechanisms, i.e., task monitoring, task termina-
tion, global transition among partitions, mode switching, in a
light-weight manner. To concretely define these mechanisms,
we focus on two recently proposed scheduling policies: the
FTTS [1] policy, which is inspired by the industrial approach
of partitioning, and the pEDF-VD [2], which represents the
monitoring-based multicore scheduling policies.
• We implement the two schedulers within a user-space
scheduling framework and identify the mixed-criticality re-
lated overheads.
• We evaluate the above overheads on the manycore Xeon
Phi through extensive executions of synthetic task sets for
variable number of cores and variable system utilization.
We show that the user-space implementation of mixed-



criticality mechanisms plays a crucial role, as it can lead to
a schedulability loss as high as 97% for a global scheduler
on a 32-core architecture. For partitioned scheduling, the
respective loss is minimal.
• To demonstrate the need to adopt efficient platform-specific
mechanisms in early design phases of industrial applications,
we employ a real-world avionics application and compare
the overall overhead of scheduling it on two different
platforms, i.e., a Xeon Phi and a Core i5.
Aware of the fact that the two considered platforms and

the Linux OS (user-space) are not designed for hard real-
time systems, we believe that the evaluation indicates nonethe-
less the scalability challenges of mixed-criticality policies on
multicores. Future research for developing timing-predictable
architectures and operating system services for runtime moni-
toring, synchronization and scheduling mode switching seems
inevitable for the deployment of mixed-criticality systems on
parallel architectures.

Sec. II provides an overview of the mixed-criticality litera-
ture. Sec. III presents the system model and the two considered
multicore mixed-criticality scheduling policies. Sec. IV pro-
vides a motivational example showing the impact of runtime
overheads on mixed-criticality schedulability under EDF-VD.
Sec. V discusses design trade-offs for implementing runtime
monitoring, task termination, inter-core synchronization, and
mode switching. Sec. VI presents the scheduling framework
that was developed as the testbed for the runtime overhead
measurements in Sec. VII, and Sec. VIII concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Mixed-criticality scheduling is a research field attracting
increasing attention nowadays. Following the original work
of Vestal [8], several scheduling policies have been proposed
for single-core and multi-core systems, see e.g., [2], [7], [9]–
[11]. For an up-to-date compilation of these policies, we refer
the interested readers to [5]. In the following, we categorize
multicore mixed-criticality scheduling policies into (I) those
targeting at strict global timing isolation among criticality
levels by means of partitioning and (II) those targeting at
efficient resource utilization by allowing interference of mixed-
criticality tasks and monitoring task runtimes to react to
unexpected events.

The first category, which is well accepted by industry
for certification purposes, features mainly reservation-based
scheduling policies, which adopt time-triggered schemes or
resource servers to ensure that lower criticality tasks incur
no or bounded interference to higher criticality tasks. In this
line, Anderson et al. proposed adopting different scheduling
strategies (cyclic executive, partitioned / global EDF, best-
effort) for different criticality levels and a bandwidth reserva-
tion server for timing isolation [12], [13]. Tamas-Selicean et al.
presented an optimization framework for task partitioning and
time-triggered scheduling on multicores [14], complying with
the ARINC-653 standard [3]. Giannopoulou et al. introduced
a flexible time-triggered scheduling policy, which allows only
tasks of the same criticality to be executed in parallel within
global time frames [1]. The time frames are dynamically
dimensioned at runtime, which is a major difference to the
static resource allocation of the previous policies. In this paper,
we use the last policy as representative of the first scheduling
category.

The second category features usually mode-switched poli-
cies. Initially, all tasks are scheduled according to "optimistic"
worst-case execution time parameters. While these might be

unsafe bounds on the execution times, they model the tasks’
commonly observed timing behavior. Exceptionally, if a task
overruns its "optimistic" worst-case execution time at runtime,
a mode switch occurs. Subsequently, lower criticality tasks
receive degraded service and more conservative worst-case
execution times are assumed for the higher criticality tasks. It is
assumed that a mode switch may occur only rarely. Examples
of such scheduling policies include the global policies in [11],
[15] and the partitioned policies in [2], [16]. Among those, we
focus on the partitioned EDF policy with virtual deadlines by
Baruah et al. [2]. This policy is expected to incur lower runtime
overhead and provide increased schedulability compared to its
global counter-part, which is presented in [15].

Implementation aspects of mixed-criticality scheduling
have started being addressed very recently [17], [18]. First,
Herman et al. consider the implementation and runtime over-
head of multicore mixed-criticality scheduling in [17], where
the scheduling method of [12], [13] is implemented in the real-
time operating system LITMUS [19]. The implemented frame-
work operates at kernel level and is customized for the specific
scheduling scheme. Since a kernel-level implementation can
pose challenges regarding ease of implementation, extensibility
and portability, we opt for a user-space solution in our work.
This enables us to rapidly prototype various scheduling poli-
cies/mechanisms and compare their performance at different
target platforms. Closer to our work lies the framework of
Huang et al. [18], where several mixed-criticality policies are
implemented on top of a standard Linux kernel and their
runtime overheads are evaluated on an Intel R©Core i7 platform.
Unlike our work, the evaluated policies are designed for single-
core systems and they are mainly priority-driven. Additionally,
the authors do not explore alternative implementation choices
for the mixed-criticality mechanisms or alternative platforms.
To the best of our knowledge, this paper presents the first study
of implementation alternatives towards light-weight monitor-
ing, synchronization and scheduling mode switching.

III. MIXED-CRITICALITY SCHEDULING

This section presents the considered mixed-criticality peri-
odic task model and provides an overview of the two imple-
mented scheduling policies in our framework. For an in-depth
presentation of the scheduling policies, we refer the readers
to [1] and [2], respectively.

A. Task Model

We consider mixed-criticality periodic task sets τ =
{τ1, . . . , τn} and restrict our interest to two criticality levels,
which are denoted as high (HI) and low (LO). Each task in
τ is characterized by a 4-tuple τi = {Ti, χi, Ci(LO), Ci(HI)},
where:

• Ti ∈ R
+ is the task period,

• χi ∈ {LO,HI} is the task criticality level,
• Ci(LO) represents the worst-case execution time (WCET)
of τi at criticality level LO, and
• Ci(HI) represents the WCET of τi at criticality level HI.

We assume that each task τi can emit an infinite sequence of
jobs with period Ti and that the first job of all tasks is released
at time 0. The relative deadline Di of τi is equal to its period,
i. e.,Di = Ti. Additionally, we assume for the WCET of a
task τi at the two criticality levels:

• Ci(HI) ≥ Ci(LO) if χi = HI, i.e., the HI-level WCET
estimate is more conservative than the LO-level WCET. This
is because at a higher assurance level more stringent safety
guarantees need to be provided.



• Ci(HI) = 0 if χi = LO, i.e., at a high assurance level the
execution of LO-criticality tasks can be ignored.

The actual execution time of each job of a task τi is not known.
If the execution time of a job τi does not exceed Ci(LO) at
runtime, we claim that the job is executed according to τi’s
LO-level profile, otherwise according to its HI-level profile.

Based on the system model, a mixed-criticality scheduling
policy must guarantee that:

• If all jobs of the tasks in τ execute according to their LO-
level profile, then all jobs receive enough resources between
their release time and deadline to complete;
• If at least one job of a task in τ executes according to
its HI-level profile, from that point onwards all jobs of
HI-criticality tasks receive enough resources between their
release time and deadline to complete. However, the service
to jobs of LO-criticality tasks may be degraded.

In the remainder of the paper, we use the term utilization of a
mixed-criticality task set τ , which is defined as in [2]:

Uτ = max
(

ULO
LO (τ) + ULO

HI (τ), U
HI
HI (τ)

)

, (1)

where Uy
x (τ) represents the total utilization of the tasks with

criticality level x for their y−level WCET estimates, i.e.,
Uy
x (τ) =

∑

χi=x Ci(y)/Ti.

B. Flexible Time-Triggered Scheduling

The Flexible Time-Triggered and Synchronization-based
scheduling policy [1], henceforth denoted FTTS, is designed
for global timing isolation among tasks of different criticalities,
in a similar sense as partitions enforce isolation in the ARINC-
653 standard [3]. Isolation is achieved by allowing only a
statically known subset of tasks in τ with the same criticality
level to be executed across the cores of a multicore platform
at any time. Despite the non-negligible cost of inter-core
synchronization for achieving global isolation, separating the
execution of tasks temporally depending on their criticality
level seems necessary for certification purposes. Otherwise,
tasks of different criticalities could interfere (delay each other)
on shared platform resources, e.g., memories and caches, thus
violating the isolation property, which typically needs to be
demonstrated/proven for certification.

FTTS is non-preemptive and combines time and event-
triggered task activation. A global FTTS schedule repeats over
a scheduling cycle equal to the hyper-period of the tasks
in τ . The cycle consists of fixed-size frames (set F ). Each
frame is divided further into two flexible-length sub-frames,
the first containing HI-criticality tasks (HI sub-frame) and the
second containing LO-criticality tasks (LO sub-frame). The
beginning of frames and sub-frames is synchronized among
all cores. Frames start at predefined time points. Within a
frame, the HI sub-frame begins immediately. The LO sub-
frame begins once all tasks of the HI sub-frame complete
execution across all cores. This way LO-criticality tasks can
never delay HI-criticality tasks, e.g., by blocking their access
to shared resources such as a memory bus (isolation). Syn-
chronization for switching from the HI to the LO sub-frame
is achieved dynamically via a barrier mechanism, for efficient
resource utilization. Within the sub-frames, tasks are scheduled
sequentially on each core following a predefined order. The
mapping of tasks to cores is fixed.

At runtime, the length of each sub-frame varies based
on the different execution times of the tasks. We use
barrier(f, 1,LO) (resp. barrier(f, 1,HI)) to denote the
worst-case length for the 1st (HI) sub-frame of frame f ∈ F ,

when the tasks in it exhibit their LO (resp. HI)-level execution
profile. Similarly, barrier(f, 2,LO) denotes the worst-case
length for the 2nd (LO) sub-frame of frame f , when the tasks
exhibit their LO-level execution profile. At runtime, the FTTS
scheduler monitors for each frame the actual length of its sub-
frames. If the length of the 1st sub-frame does not exceed
barrier(f, 1,LO), it triggers normally the execution of tasks
in the 2nd sub-frame (LO mode). However, if the length of the
1st sub-frame exceeds barrier(f, 1,LO), the 2nd sub-frame
is not triggered since it is not guaranteed that the tasks in it
can meet their deadlines (HI mode). A LO to HI mode switch
depends, therefore, on the monitored length of the 1st sub-
frame and it can affect the execution of LO-criticality tasks
only for the current frame. The same procedure is repeated
independently for the following frames.

The worst-case sub-frame lengths, namely function
barrier, can be computed offline for an FTTS schedule
according to the time analysis presented in [1]. The mixed-
criticality schedulability condition (see Sec. III-A) is fulfilled
if in every frame f ∈ F (with fixed length Lf ), the 2nd
sub-frame finishes by the end of the frame under all possible
exhibited profiles of the tasks in f (under LO or HI mode) [1],
i.e., ∀f ∈ F :

max

(

barrier(f, 1,LO) + barrier(f, 2,LO),
barrier(f, 1,HI)

)

≤ Lf , (2)

The mapping of tasks to processing cores and the schedul-
ing, i.e., the mapping of tasks to sub-frames and the execution
order in each sub-frame, such that condition (2) holds, are
optimized according to [1].

C. Partitioned EDF with Virtual Deadlines

The partitioned EDF with Virtual Deadlines [2], henceforth
denoted pEDF-VD, is based on the EDF-VD scheduling policy,
which was introduced for uniprocessors in [7]. In fact, EDF-
VD is an adaptation of the classic preemptive EDF, where
HI-criticality jobs of a task set τ are assigned reduced (vir-
tual) deadlines. These are derived by multiplying the original
deadlines with a common factor x ∈ (0, 1], which is computed
offline [7] as:

x =
ULO
HI (τ)

1− ULO
LO (τ)

. (3)

The uniprocessor EDF-VD scheduler works in two modes. It
starts from LO mode, where all tasks are expected to run
according to their LO-level profiles. Jobs are ordered based
on earliest deadline first (EDF), using the original deadlines
of LO-criticality jobs and the virtual deadlines of HI-criticality
jobs. If at any time a HI-criticality job exceeds its LO-level
WCET estimate, the scheduler switches to HI mode. In this
mode, execution of LO-criticality jobs is skipped and HI-
criticality jobs (incl. the active jobs at mode switch) are
scheduled based on EDF, using their original deadlines. Note
that the EDF-VD scheduler [7] does not switch from HI mode
back to LO mode. In our work, however, we extend the
scheduler such that when the CPU is idle for the first time
after entering the HI mode, a switch to LO mode occurs.

The deadline down-scaling for the HI-criticality jobs in the
LO mode is performed to promote their execution and ensure
schedulability across the mode switch. The EDF-VD scheduler
is guaranteed to provide enough resources for all jobs of task
set τ in LO mode and for all HI-criticality jobs of τ in HI
mode to meet their original deadlines, provided that the task
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Fig. 1: Overrun detection and mode switching

set utilization Uτ (1) is not greater than 3/4 [7]. Namely, the
schedulability condition for the uniprocessor EDF-VD is:

max
(

ULO
LO (τ) + ULO

HI (τ), U
HI
HI (τ)

)

≤ 3/4. (4)

Note that (4) is a derived utilization-based test from the
original EDF-VD test [7]. We adopt this in our later exper-
iments (Sec. VII), since it is the standard test in case of
partitioned EDF-VD [2]. Specifically, for partitioned EDF-
VD scheduling on multicores, the tasks of τ are mapped to
processing cores following a first-fit bin packing approach,
such that the utilization of the task subset on every core does
not exceed 3/4. If such a partitioning of tasks to cores can
be found, then from condition (4) it follows that the mixed-
criticality schedulability is ensured. The task subset on every
core is scheduled based on the uniprocessor EDF-VD policy,
while mode switches are performed, if needed, locally.

Note that, in contrast to FTTS, pEDF-VD can execute
tasks of different criticality concurrently, which might interfere
when accessing shared resources, e.g., memory. Therefore,
for certifiability, pEDF-VD may need to be combined with
additional partitioning mechanisms on the resource controllers,
which however are outside the scope of this paper.

IV. MOTIVATIONAL EXAMPLE

For mixed-criticality scheduling, accurate runtime monitor-
ing of task execution and fast reaction to task overruns are
of ultimate importance, as late detection or initiation of a
mode switch can cause critical tasks to miss their deadlines.
In this section, we motivate the need for light-weight runtime
mechanisms by evaluating their effect on system schedulability.

A. Impact of Task Monitoring and Mode Switch Overhead

A popular way to implement runtime monitoring is by
heartbeat monitoring, where a programmable timer periodi-
cally triggers the system monitoring task τM . This task checks
the elapsed execution times of running tasks and activates
system protection mechanisms in case of overrun. Note that
the parameters of such a system monitoring task, e.g., period
(deadline) TM and WCET CM , can have a strong impact on
the system schedulability. Furthermore, such a monitoring task
is a critical system service, on which other tasks depend, and
hence it must always be assured itself to the highest criticality
level in the system.

Fig. 1 depicts the monitoring task τM together with a task
being monitored. We assume here that in case of overrun, all
active LO-criticality tasks are terminated, which takes in the
worst-case CK to finish (the actual semantics of task termina-
tion depend on the implementation, which will be detailed in
Section V). Let us assume that at time t̂, the monitored task
exceeds its LO-level WCET. The worst-case scenario happens
when the monitoring task has just finished. Thus the overrun
detection is delayed until the next activation of the monitoring
task, which finishes at the end of the next monitoring period, at

the latest. Therefore, the overrun is detected in the worst-case
2TM after t̂, assuming that the monitoring task is executed in
zero time in the best-case. Following the overrun detection, it
will take further CK to terminate all LO-criticality tasks for
the system to transit to HI mode.

During the transition phase (overrun detection & reaction),
any task will continue to execute, thus possibly exceeding its
LO-level WCET. To take this into account and preserve the
validity of the theoretical model, one could integrate such a
transition delay into established mixed-criticality schedulabil-
ity analysis techniques [20], [21]. For ease of presentation
here, we incorporate the transition delay by adding it to
tasks’ LO-level WCETs and focus on the single-core mixed-
criticality scheduling policy EDF-VD. By considering the
runtime monitoring and mode switch as discussed, we establish
the following schedulability test result under EDF-VD.

Lemma IV.1. Given a dual-criticality sporadic task set τ and
a monitoring task τM , with the following utilization notations:

Uχ
i =

Ci(χ) + 2TM + CK

Ti

, χ ∈ {HI, LO} ∧ τi ∈ τ,

Uχ2

χ1
=
∑

τi∈τχ1

Uχ2

i and UM =
CM

TM

,
(5)

the system is schedulable under EDF-VD if:

max

(

ULO
HI + ULO

LO + UM ,

UHI
HI + UM +

ULO
HI +UM

1−ULO
LO

· ULO
LO

)

≤ 1. (6)

Proof: The monitoring task needs to be always guaranteed
and treated as a HI-criticality task. In addition, its LO- and HI-
level utilization is always CM

TM
. Thus, we can first derive that

as long as ULO
HI +ULO

LO +UM ≤ 1, the system is schedulable in
LO mode. Now, we can “tighten” the LO scheduling mode by
shortening the deadlines of HI criticality tasks to ensure the
HI mode schedulability. According to EDF-VD (Theorem 1
in [7]), we choose the minimal deadline shortening factor x =
ULO

HI +UM

1−ULO
LO

to guarantee the maximum schedulability in HI mode.

For the selected factor x, schedulability condition (6) follows
from Theorem 2 in [7]. Notice that (6) is derived according to
the original EDF-VD test [7] rather than the utilization-based
test in (4).

Using Lemma IV.1, we can evaluate the impact of the mon-
itoring and mode switch mechanisms on system schedulability.
We illustrate this with the following example.

Example IV.1. We consider randomly generated periodic tasks
by a task set generator similar to the one proposed in [15].
One generated task set is adopted and the tasks therein
have periods in the range from 2ms to 2s, with the system
utilization bound Uτ (1) being 0.8. To evaluate the impact
of different implementation choices, we regard TM , CM and
CK as variables depending on the actual implementation. We
summarize our results in Fig. 2, where we can observe the
following:

• The overhead of task monitoring and termination are
critical to the system schedulability. As shown in Fig. 2a
and 2b, all parameters need to be chosen carefully to make
the system schedulable.
• For task monitoring, a higher frequency is not necessarily
better, as it implies a higher utilization for the monitoring
task. On the other hand, a low monitoring frequency in-
creases the delay for overrun detection. This trade-off is
depicted in Fig. 2c.



(a) 3D contour plot of feasible region (b) 2D contour plot of TM , CM (c) Impact of monitoring period TM (d) Impact of termination overhead CK

Fig. 2: Evaluation of the impact of runtime overheads on system schedulability: All task parameters are in units of ms. In Fig. 2b, CK = 3ms.
In Fig. 2c, CM = 20µs and CK = 2ms. In Fig. 2d, TM = 1ms and CM = 20µs. The selected parameters are based on measurements on the
Intel R©Xeon Phi coprocessor, for which CM lies in the range [8,20] µs and CK for a single task in the range [12,20] µs.

• The task termination overhead is crucial for the system
schedulability. In Fig. 2d the system is unschedulable when
the total termination overhead is greater than 4.1 ms.
Intuitively, a slow task termination process leads to delayed
reaction to task overrun, hence to missed deadlines for
HI-criticality tasks. Note that the termination process may
indeed incur a significant overhead for task sets with a large
number of LO-criticality tasks, since termination requires to
clean all the footprints of these tasks.

B. Discussion

As shown by our preliminary experiments in Example IV.1,
the implementation choices of runtime mechanisms and their
incurred overheads play a critical role for the schedulability of
mixed-criticality systems. Therefore, such mechanisms must
be carefully designed to be light-weight. This holds for both
single-core and multi-core implementations. Note that in this
section we focused on scheduling policies based on runtime
monitoring, such as pEDF-VD. However, also in partitioning-
based policies such as FTTS, the overhead from the parti-
tion switching, overrun detection, etc. can impact the system
schedulability and must be considered in their respective
analysis. We review qualitatively different implementations
choices for the above mechanisms in the following section.

V. IMPLEMENTATION OF MIXED-CRITICALITY

MECHANISMS

So far, we have introduced mechanisms for multicore
mixed-criticality scheduling, incl. runtime monitoring, task
termination, inter-core barrier synchronization and scheduling
mode switching. In this section we propose possible imple-
mentation approaches for these mechanisms in the user-space
and highlight their advantages and disadvantages, using the
FTTS [1] and pEDF-VD [2] schedulers as motivating examples.

A. Runtime Monitoring

Runtime monitoring is necessary to enable a mixed-
criticality scheduler to react to HI-criticality tasks overrunning
their LO-level WCETs. Because monitoring each individual
task can significantly increase the system utilization, it is
important to design this mechanism for fast overrun detection,
yet at low overhead. A comparison of the two discussed
monitoring methods in this section is shown in Fig. 3.

Heartbeat Monitoring A straightforward, commonly
adopted runtime monitoring method is heartbeat monitoring.
As presented in Sec. IV, a separate overrun checker thread
checks periodically (with period TM ) if a monitored thread
executes beyond its overrun deadline, Do. This deadline is
defined as the LO-level WCET Ci(LO) of the monitored task
for EDF-VD or the LO-level worst-case length of a HI sub-
frame (barrier(f, 1,LO) for frame f ) for FTTS. In case of

checker period
overrun
checker

OHtasks

overrun deadline

1 2 1

overrun detection

(a) Heartbeat monitoring

overrun

checker

OHtasks

overrun deadline

1 2 1

overrun deadline/reduced deadlines

(b) Deadline-based monitoring

Fig. 3: Comparison of the overrun checker activations for two
monitoring techniques. OH denotes the overrun handling.

overrun, the monitoring thread initiates the scheduler-specific
actions to handle it.
The advantage of heartbeat monitoring is the predictability
w.r.t. its overhead, because checking (polling) is performed
periodically. Assuming that the overrun checker can check
the monitored task immediately after activation (in contrast
to the assumptions made in Fig. 1, our overrun checker thread
runs with higher priority than the tasks, see Sec. VI), overrun
detection delay is, at most, TM . The selection of the monitoring
period is a trade-off between faster overrun detection and
higher runtime overhead.

Deadline-Based Monitoring To reduce the monitoring
overhead, we introduce an improved non-periodic monitoring
method, based on the known overrun deadline Do. At the
start of a new task, the overrun checker initializes a timer
with the relative deadline Do. At wakeup, it checks the task’s
current execution time, Ccur. If the task is executing beyond
the overrun deadline, i.e., Ccur > Do, the scheduler-specific
actions to handle the overrun are initiated. Otherwise, the
monitoring thread enters a new sleep phase with the reduced
sleep duration:

Csleep = Do − Ccur, (7)

which represents the minimum time before the task overruns
the deadline Do. If the monitored task finishes before Do, it
deactivates its overrun checker upon task completion.
In contrast to heartbeat monitoring, this approach checks for
an overrun only when it is possible to occur. Also, since the
checks are performed at the overrun deadline, overruns are de-
tected without delay. However, this method runs into problems
when the task is preempted close to the deadline, i.e., when
Csleep becomes very low. Then it is possible that the overrun
checker checks for an overrun so frequently that it always
preempts the monitored task. This can increase significantly
the system utilization, thus compromising schedulability.

To circumvent this problem, we introduce a lower bound T̂M

for the sleep delay update, such that:

Csleep = max(Do − Ccur, T̂M ). (8)

With this addition, the worst-case monitoring utilization be-

comes equal to that of heartbeat monitoring with period T̂M .
Consequently, the overrun detection delay will vary from zero

to T̂M .
Note that yet another alternative, which would incur only

one wakeup of the checker at deadline overrun, would be
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to calculate Csleep according to (7) whenever the monitored
thread is preempted and restore the value when the thread
execution is resumed. In addition, there are other alternatives
to monitor threads, such as custom call-back functions, kernel
modules or patches. While these methods could bypass some
of the limitations of our generic user-space implementation,
in the present paper they are not used due to overhead,
implementation complexity and loss of portability.

B. Scheduling Mode Switch

Several mixed-criticality schedulers use different modes for
scheduling either all tasks (LO mode) or only HI-criticality
tasks (HI mode), after a task overrun is detected. Transition
between these modes depends on the particular scheduler and
should be optimized to enable a quick reaction to overruns.

FTTS Scheduler For FTTS, a mode switch may occur
at sub-frame boundaries between HI and LO sub-frames. The
switch to HI mode is needed, when the LO-level worst-case
sub-frame length (barrier(f, 1,LO) for frame f ) is overrun. In
this case, the following LO sub-frame is skipped, by dropping
all its tasks before starting their execution. The scheduling
mode is reset to LO at the next frame switch.

pEDF-VD Scheduler All single-core EDF-VD schedulers
of the pEDF-VD scheme maintain their own scheduling mode.
Depending on the mode, a different subset of their tasks is
scheduled according to EDF. We propose two approaches to
manage the active task queue on each core. In the first alterna-
tive, a single queue is used for either LO or HI mode. Queue
updates have a moderate overhead in LO mode, but at mode
switches the overhead increases because a complete queue
update (removal of LO-criticality tasks) is required. In the
second alternative, two separate task queues are maintained in
parallel on each core, i.e., one for each scheduling mode. This
allows fast mode switching by just switching the considered
task queue, but it adds overhead to the queue update in LO
mode since both queues need to be updated. Common for
both approaches is the termination of LO-criticality task when
switching to HI mode, which is discussed below. In our frame-
work, we adopt the double-queue approach to enable mode
switch at a minimum delay after overrun detection. Further
discussion and empirical evaluation of the two implementation
alternatives can be found in [22].

C. Task Termination (EDF-VD)

For fast mode switching, termination of active LO-
criticality tasks is required by the EDF-VD scheduler upon
switching from LO to HI mode. Immediate, abrupt killing of
a task is usually not appropriate, as it is desirable to allow a
reasonable shut-down period for the task termination (clean-up
operations, etc.). In our implementation, we use the immediate
termination, though, for simplicity. We present two different
ways to handle termination, which are illustrated in Fig. 4.

Immediate Termination One approach is to terminate a
task and wait until this process (memory deallocation, removal
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Fig. 5: Priority management of the framework to schedule tasks
from user-space [27, Extended Fig. 5].

from task queue) has finished, before continuing with the
next scheduling action. This method guarantees that the task
will never execute before its next job arrives, however it may
incur considerable overhead for a large number of active LO-
criticality tasks at mode switch. Also, bounding the overhead
of immediate termination in the user-space is notoriously
challenging.

Deferred Termination If temporary deactivation of active
tasks and blocking of new job arrivals is acceptable, task
termination can be deferred to a later point to reduce the mode
switching delay. In this case, the active LO-criticality tasks are
deactivated by lowering their priority (infinite deadline) and
new job arrivals are no longer inserted into the task queue. The
actual task termination is performed when the HI-criticality
tasks have been executed and the CPU becomes idle for the
first time. Note that after completing task termination, the EDF-
VD scheduler can switch back to LO mode.

D. Inter-Core Synchronization (FTTS)

Another mechanism required for global scheduler tech-
niques, such as FTTS, is the synchronization of tasks across
all cores to make global decisions. The framework presented
in the next section runs in the Linux user-space and uses the
pthread library [23] to manage different threads. For portability
purposes, we select the barrier synchronization method that
this library provides (pthread_barrier_wait()). The
GNU libc implements this barrier using futexes (fast user-space
mutexes) [24], an efficient sleep-based locking mechanism.
Several platform-specific alternatives exist, which may lead
to reduced overhead. As examples we mention the specialized
barrier implementations for x86 [25] and the Kalray MPPA-
256 [26]. More alternatives can be considered depending on
the target platform for a mixed-criticality system.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

This section presents the scheduling framework that was
developed for the empirical evaluation and comparison of
mixed-criticality mechanisms for multicore scheduling. The
target platforms for this evaluation are Intel R© Xeon Phi and
Intel R© Core i5, whose relevant features are described in
Sec. VI-B. In Sec. VI-C, we detail all individual runtime over-
heads and their measurement method, for each implemented
scheduler in the framework.

A. Multicore Mixed-Criticality Scheduling Framework

The mechanisms discussed in Sec. V were used to extend
the existing SF3P framework [27] for multicore and mixed-
criticality scheduling. To provide rapid prototyping and testing
of different scheduler implementations, the framework operates
in the user-space of any POSIX-compliant operating system.
As a result, its fast reconfigurability and portability allow us
to easily test different policies under different architectures.



While there is a performance loss when compared to some
kernel-space implementations, our study still offers key insight
to the effects runtime overheads have on schedulability. In the
following, we highlight our extensions to the SF3P and the
integration of the mixed-criticality mechanisms of Sec. V.

User-Space Scheduling The framework consists of differ-
ent threads for dispatching, scheduling, monitoring, and task
execution. These threads are scheduled from the user-space us-
ing a priority-based kernel scheduler. Different priorities allow
to activate, deactivate or preempt the threads. Fig. 5 gives an
overview of the different priorities used in the framework. The
worker threads are used to manage execution of the real-time
tasks. Note that both the scheduler and task overrun checkers
run with higher priority than the threads they monitor. This
is important to guarantee that the overrun checker can always
handle an overrun before the monitored thread continues its
execution.

Multicore Support To support multicore scheduling, the
framework has been extended with core mapping support. The
POSIX standard [23] does not specify an interface to set
processor affinity of threads, but its Linux implementation
provides an extra interface for processor affinity. The use of
this solution restricts portability to systems running a Linux
kernel. However, the advantage of seamless integration with
the pthread library and the wide range of target systems that are
capable of running a Linux kernel outweighs this disadvantage.

Timed Sleep and Execution Time Tracing For the
implementation of the overrun checkers and dispatchers, it
is important to have an accurate timed sleep primitive. The
POSIX standard provides the clock_nanosleep interface,
which allows to define sleep intervals with an accuracy of up
to 1 ns. However, the real sleep delay highly depends on the
platform used: the empirical analysis of the sleep delay in
Sec. A of the Appendix shows that the smallest sleep delay
for the Xeon Phi platform lies in the region of 10 ms and
for the Core i5 in the region of few microseconds. This large
discrepancy between the specified and the actual sleep interval
can increase the overrun checking period and task execution
time, which may cause scheduling mode switches at runtime.

POSIX provides also an interface to access timers with
an accuracy of 1 ns; the real resolution again depends on the
platform and its clock speeds. The clock accesses are handled
over a system interface, which introduces some non-negligible
overhead. Since fast and accurate timing is crucial for the task
execution tracing and overrun deadline set-up, our framework
supports a second timer access method. Particularly, the x86
instruction set provides the time stamp counter instruction [28],
which allows reading a timestamp with a single processor
instruction and with accuracy of few (order of tens) CPU clock
cycles. We use this method on our target platforms, while
unsupported platforms fall back to the POSIX interface.

Scheduler Implementation With the timed sleep, multiple
thread priority levels and core mapping support, we are able
to implement our schedulers and the selected mechanisms of
Sec. V.
FTTS is implemented as a separate scheduling thread. The
initialization of the first task and the completion of the last
task per sub-frame across all cores are handled globally by
this thread. That is because distributed sub-frame initialization
can lead to a race condition, where a task of an already
started sub-frame on one core interferes with the scheduler
on a core that is still starting the sub-frame. The global
task management may incur high inter-core communication
overhead, but is required in our framework to completely
isolate the execution of the scheduler and the tasks in the FTTS

sub-frames. Communication between the worker and scheduler
threads is based on shared memory and locking mechanisms
like mutexes and semaphores. The GNU libc implementation
of these mechanisms is, in turn, futex-based [24]. The FTTS
scheduler thread along with its associated overrun checker
(for sub-frame overruns, see Fig. 5) are mapped to the same
processing core, which unless otherwise mentioned, does not
host any worker threads.
For pEDF-VD, the global task set is initially partitioned as
in Sec. III-C. The partitioned task sets are handed over to
the EDF-VD schedulers on the corresponding cores. The
single-core scheduler threads and the per-task overrun checkers
execute then without explicit inter-core communication. Note
that because of the decentralized scheduler design, the total
overhead of the pEDF-VD scheduler is expected to be signifi-
cantly lower than for FTTS on massively parallel architectures.

B. Target Platforms

Overhead evaluation of the implemented mixed-criticality
schedulers is performed on the manycore Intel R© Xeon Phi
Coprocessor 5110P [6]. Xeon Phi features 60 processing cores,
which allows to explore the scalability of the scheduling strate-
gies (for the first time on such scale), and is compatible with
the x86 instruction set architecture. The cores are connected
to a shared bidirectional ring bus and have private L1 and L2
caches. Full L2 cache coherency is provided by globally dis-
tributed tag directories. Each processing core supports up to 4
threads by simultaneous multi-threading. In our measurements,
we employ maximally one of these 4 logical cores to ensure
that no inter-thread interference occurs. The used Xeon Phi
runs the Intel Manycore Platform Software Stack version 3.1,
which is based on Linux kernel 2.6.38.8. For compilation of
the framework, we used the Intel C++ Composer 2013 SP1
Update1 (14.0.1), with optimization level -O2 along with the
GNU libc v2.14.

To compare the overhead of the underlying system, a
commodity desktop platform is also used, with an Intel R© Core
i5-4670 processor running a Linux kernel version 3.13.0-37.
On this platform, the framework was compiled using GCC
4.8.2, with optimization level -O2 and the GNU libc v2.19. For
all experiments, the operating system’s runlevel was lowered
to 1 so that only essential system services are running.

C. Overhead Estimation

In the following we introduce various measured scheduler
overheads. Because the FTTS and pEDF-VD schedulers differ
in core features, we need to distinguish between their overhead
components.

FTTS Scheduler The overhead of the FTTS scheduler is
divided into the following components.
- Frame initialization: The global scheduler overhead for
switching between FTTS time frames, which checks if the
previous frame has overrun its duration, i.e., if the LO sub-
frame finishes after the end of the frame, and loads the HI
sub-frame of the next frame. Note that if a "frame overrun"
occurs, the system is no longer guaranteed to be schedulable.
- Sub-frame initialization: The overhead of the scheduler logic
that handles start and completion of tasks in a sub-frame. In
this phase, the scheduler checks if a task is ready for execution,
it sets up the overrun checker and configures the barrier
synchronization to synchronize all cores after task execution.
Since the scheduler needs to interact with all worker threads
for this, sub-frame initialization is expected to be one of the
main overhead contributors.



- Barrier synchronization: The overhead for the inter-core
synchronization, which is used to make global decisions, e.g.,
for mode switching. The synchronization overhead can have
a considerable impact on the total overhead for architectures
with (i) no hardware support for barrier synchronization and/or
(ii) complex communication protocols, such as the Xeon Phi.
- Sub-frame overrun: The overhead of reacting to sub-frame
overruns, i.e. when a sub-frame executes beyond its statically
defined LO-level worst-case length. This overhead depends on
the frequency of overruns and equals zero if no sub-frame
overrun occurs.
- Job arrival: The overhead for signaling and registering the
arrival of a new job in a bitmap data structure, maintained by
the global scheduler. The total overhead depends on the task
set parameters, i.e., the number of periodic job arrivals within
a scheduling interval.
- Job finish: The overhead for signaling the completion of a
job to the scheduler and for clearing the corresponding ready
flag in the bitmap structure.

pEDF-VD Scheduler The overheads of the pEDF-VD
scheduler are listed below.
- Overrun monitoring: The overhead for monitoring every HI-
criticality task, which enables the scheduler to react to runtime
overruns. The implementation choice of deadline-based mon-
itoring (see Sec. V-A) is expected to keep this overhead low.
- Job overrun: The overhead for handling a runtime overrun,
i.e., when a HI-criticality task executes beyond its LO-level
WCET. The implementation choices of deferred termination
and maintaining two active task queues (see Sec. V-C, V-B)
are expected to keep this overhead low.
- Job arrival: The overhead for registering the arrival of a new
job with the local scheduler. This includes the update of the
active task queue(s), which is (are) sorted according to EDF.
- Job finish: The overhead for removing a task from the
active task queue(s) upon job completion. Note that a special
case occurs when tasks are terminated (deactivated) at mode
switch. Because our pEDF-VD implementation uses deferred
termination, the task termination is also handled during the
finish sequence of a task and hence, accounted for in this
overhead.

Scheduler Overhead The total scheduler overhead is
calculated as the average or maximum (as specified) of the per-
core total overheads. The global overheads in FTTS (frame and
sub-frame initialization, barrier synchronization and sub-frame
overrun) are accounted once for each core.

System Overhead We use this term to summarize all
measured overheads that are not part of framework threads,
like the overhead for thread switches.

VII. EVALUATION

We present in this section our evaluation results: (i) to
get insights into the runtime overheads of the two multicore
mixed-criticality schedulers in our user-space framework, (ii)
to evaluate empirically the effect of the runtime overheads
on system schedulability, and (iii) to compare the scheduler
and system overheads for a real-world application (flight
management system) on two commercial multicore platforms.

A. Runtime Overhead of FTTS and pEDF-VD Schedulers

First, we evaluate how the runtime overheads of FTTS
and pEDF-VD, which are detailed in Sec. VI-C, vary with
increasing system utilization and available processing cores
on Xeon Phi, given the implementation choices of Sec. V. For
this, we use synthetic task sets.
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The task set generation is based on the algorithm of [15].
That is, we fix the task set utilization Uτ and repeatedly add
tasks to an initially empty set until Uτ is met. We consider task
set utilizations Uτ in the range [0.2, 32]. The utilization Ui of
a single task is selected uniformly from [UL, UH ] = [0.05, 0.5]
and the ratio Zi of the HI- to LO-level utilization is selected
uniformly from [ZL, ZH ] = [1, 4]. The probability that a task
τi has χi = HI is set to P = 0.4. Task period Ti is randomly
selected as a multiple of 100ms within [200, 800] ms, such
that the resulting task sets have harmonic periods (e.g., a task
set with periods in {200, 400, 800}). Under the assumption
of harmonic periods, FTTS and pEDF-VD are expected to
have comparable schedulability based on the results of [1] and
the tasks’ hyper-period is constrained, which facilitates the
optimization of the FTTS schedules. 100 task sets for each
considered utilization are generated for our experiments, in
which the tasks perform busy waiting for their LO- or HI-level
WCET.

To evaluate the schedulability of a task set under pEDF-VD,
we perform task partitioning following the first-fit bin packing
approach of [2]. If a partitioning that satisfies condition (4)
is found, the task set is deemed pEDF-VD-schedulable. For
FTTS we assume a scheduling cycle with period equal to the
hyper-period of the tasks in τ and fixed frame lengths equal
to the greatest common divisor of the periods. We then search
for a feasible task mapping and schedule as proposed in [1].

The generated schedules are executed for 10 seconds each
in our user-space framework. Fig. 6 (FTTS) and Fig. 7 (pEDF-
VD) show the relative scheduler overhead, i.e., the overhead
divided by the execution interval (10 s), for different number of
cores on Xeon Phi. The depicted overhead is the average per-
core. This choice is made mainly for illustration purposes here,
although for schedulability analysis one would have to consider
the maximum per-core overhead (see Sec. VII-B). For FTTS,
the normalized utilization was fixed to 0.2, while the number
of cores was limited to powers of 2 for optimization purposes.
For pEDF-VD, the number of cores employed after partitioning
are shown. Note that only feasible schedules, which complete
without missed deadlines, are considered in the graphs. For
FTTS on 8 cores for example, we have 99 feasible schedules
out of 100 executed at Uτ = 0.2, 61 at Uτ = 3.2, and 0 for
Uτ ≥ 7.2 (see Sec. VII-B). Note also that each HI-criticality
task is assigned a certain overrun probability (see captions of
Fig. 6, 7), based on which each job can execute for its HI-level
WCET, thus triggering a scheduling mode switch.

According to the FTTS results (Fig. 6), all measured
overheads increase with the number of cores, but the total
overhead never surpasses 1.5% of the execution interval. For
our task generation, more cores imply more generated tasks,
which need to be handled at e.g., sub-frame initialization and
overrun. Note that the sub-frame initialization dominates the
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Fig. 8: Scheduler overheads for increasing utilization.

total overhead, since all tasks of a sub-frame need to be
activated at that point by the global scheduler. As the number
of tasks increases, so does the job arrival overhead, since
more arrivals need to be signaled to the scheduler. Moreover,
we observe that the barrier synchronization is not the main
bottleneck in terms of runtime overhead, as it represents a
smaller portion of the total overhead compared to the sub-
frame initialization.

The relative overheads of the pEDF-VD scheduler also tend
to increase with the number of cores, but the total overhead is
bounded by just 0.016% per core in the average case, as shown
in Fig. 7. The overhead increase is expected, since the number
of scheduled tasks increases with the number of cores and more
jobs need to be handled. The dominating overheads for the
pEDF-VD scheduler are those associated with job arrival and
finish, because any local EDF-VD scheduler needs to update
its active task queues (for HI and LO mode) at these events.
Furthermore, we observe that the monitoring cost does not
contribute much to the total runtime overhead for pEDF-VD,
being almost steady while the number of cores increases. This
can be explained in that after partitioning, HI-criticality tasks
are distributed relatively evenly across the cores, such that the
monitoring overhead is also distributed. Finally, note that with
the implementation of deferred termination, overrun handling
is very fast (hardly appearing in Fig. 7).

The analysis of the scheduler overhead for a fixed number
of cores (here, 8) and varying utilization is shown in Fig. 8.
Results for 16 and 32 cores can be found in Sec. B of the
Appendix. Because the number of tasks increases (roughly)
proportional to the utilization, most runtime overheads increase
accordingly. For the FTTS scheduler, these overheads are the
job arrival and finish, as well as the sub-frame initialization.
Even though we expected the barrier synchronization to be
constant for a fixed number of cores, it increases slightly
for higher utilizations. This is because for lower utilizations,
only a subset of the cores may need to be synchronized
(not all cores are utilized in every sub-frame). The sub-frame
overrun overhead increases as well, since more tasks need to be
dropped at a mode switch, but it is kept on average below 0.1%.
For pEDF-VD, the job arrival and finish overheads increase
linearly. The results also show that the job overrun overhead
is minimal (close to 0%) for all utilizations. The monitoring
overhead for HI-criticality tasks increases for high utilizations,
but it is kept on average below 0.001% in our 8-core system.

In our experiments, the total relative scheduling overhead
reaches up to 1.42% for the FTTS scheduler on 32 cores and up
to 0.016% for the pEDF-VD scheduler on 16 cores. The higher
overhead of FTTS is mainly attributed to the global scheduler
design. Namely, the sub-frame management by the global
scheduler introduces high inter-core communication overhead
on Xeon Phi, where all caches need to be kept coherent.
pEDF-VD, in contrast, can maintain all task queues in the
local caches. Recall, nonetheless, that in systems where global

TABLE I: Barrier Sync. & Sub-frame Init. Overhead
Cores Avg. Overhead [ms] Max. Overhead [ms]

4 1.7 45
8 2.5 126
16 3.2 143
32 5 160

timing isolation among criticality levels is required for certi-
fiability, FTTS ensures this property by allowing only tasks
of the same criticality to be executed in parallel. pEDF-VD
would require additional mechanisms to ensure isolation when
accessing shared resources. The overhead of such mechanisms
should not be neglected, although it has not been addressed in
our study.

B. Effect of Mixed-Criticality Overhead on Schedulability

Second, we evaluate the effect of the runtime overhead of
the user-space mixed-criticality implementation on the ability
to find schedulable solutions under FTTS and pEDF-VD.

FTTS Schedulability Initially, based on the previously
measured barrier synchronization and sub-frame initialization
overhead for the FTTS schedules on 4, 8, 16 and 32 processing
cores of the Xeon Phi, we derive the average and maximum
absolute overhead as shown in Table I. Using the same
synthetic task set generation as in the previous subsection, we
generate 1000 task sets and apply the scheduling optimizer
of [1] to determine how many task sets are FTTS schedulable.
The scheduling optimization is performed under three con-
figurations: assuming (i) zero synchronization and sub-frame
initialization overhead (original optimizer), (ii) the average
measured overhead, and (iii) the maximum measured overhead
from Table I. In the last two configurations, the overhead is
added to the sum of the worst-case sub-frame lengths within
each FTTS frame f , such that the schedulability condition (2)
is converted to:

max

(

barrier(f, 1,LO) + barrier(f, 2,LO),
barrier(f, 1,HI)

)

+ o ≤ Lf , (9)

where o denotes the considered sum of the barrier synchroniza-
tion and sub-frame initialization overheads. Fig. 9a-9d show
the fraction of task sets that are deemed FTTS schedulable un-
der the three alternative overhead assumptions (zero/avg/max)
as a function of the normalized utilization Uτ/m, with m
the number of available cores. A fourth curve represents the
empirical FTTS schedulability, namely the percentage of task
sets which did not violate the schedulability condition (2)
in practice when their FTTS schedule was executed for 10
seconds on Xeon Phi. Note that only theoretically schedulable
(under zero overhead) task sets were selected for execution
(max. 100 per utilization bound), so the empirical schedulabil-
ity curve could never surpass the theoretic.

The divergence between the theoretic (zero overhead) and
the empirical schedulability curve is significant, esp. for in-
creasing number of available cores. The difference between
the two curves starts from 0% and reaches 20% for 4 cores,
50.3% for 8 cores, 82.2% for 16 cores, even 97.3% for 32 cores.
The theoretic curves considering the sub-frame overheads also
fail to reflect closely the empirical results. On one hand, the
maximum overhead assumption yields overly pessimistic esti-
mations because in practice the worst-case measured overhead
does not occur for every sub-frame switch (note the large
discrepancy between avg. and max. estimation). Consequently,
under this assumption and for cases with 8 or more cores,
FTTS schedulability drops to zero even for very low task
set utilizations, although in practice there are FTTS schedules
which do not violate the mixed-criticality timing requirements.
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Fig. 9: FTTS Schedulability: Theoretic vs. Theoretic accounting for avg. / max. synchronization overhead vs. Empirical.

On the other hand, the average overhead assumption yields
too optimistic estimations as expected, since several other
overheads, incl. system overheads, are not accounted for when
checking condition (9).

The prohibitively large worst-case measured overheads
of Table I along with the inconsistency between the low
relative scheduling overhead in Sec. VII-A and the significant
schedulability loss here lead us to the conclusion that the
user-space implementation of inter-core synchronization and
communication on Xeon Phi may not have been a reliable
choice to evaluate the FTTS scheduler performance. This
is because synchronization involving up to 32 cores on a
platform, which is not designed for hard real-time systems and
which employs complex, non-predictable communication and
global cache coherence protocols, without special support for
barriers, cannot be trivially bounded. This reflects our current
understanding of the large variance in the overheads of Table I.
Investigation of the reasons for this variance on the Xeon Phi
co-processor is, however, outside the scope of this paper. As
future work, we intend to explore real-time implementations
for barrier synchronization [29]–[31] and evaluate the FTTS
scheduler on manycores with special OS and hardware support
for barriers, such as the Kalray MPPA [26]. We expect that
for barrier implementations with verifiably bounded and low
overheads, the schedulability loss will be significantly lower,
but also the theoretic schedulability results under overhead
assumptions will closely follow the empirical ones.

pEDF-VD Schedulability Interestingly, for the pEDF-
VD schedules of the previous subsection the absolute sched-
uler and system overheads had a minimal effect on system
schedulability. Specifically in our experiments, the theoretic
and empirical schedulability curves coincide in all cases. As
possible explanations we identify (i) the lack of explicit inter-
core communication due to the partitioned scheduling, which
reduces drastically the runtime overhead compared to FTTS,
(ii) the fact that only theoretically schedulable task sets were
executed in our framework, where partitioning had been based
on the rather conservative schedulability condition (4).

C. Scheduling of an Avionics Application

Last, we demonstrate the benefits of using our user-space
framework in early phases of system design. We consider an
industrial implementation of a flight management system and
two available platforms, i.e., the Xeon Phi coprocessor and
a Core i5 desktop. We assume that global timing isolation
is a necessary feature of the implementation, hence FTTS
is deployed for scheduling the application. Based on this,
we need to decide which platform to use, by evaluating the
relevant implementation overheads.

The flight management system (FMS) is an avionics appli-
cation responsible for aircraft localization, flightplan computa-
tion for the auto-pilot, detection of the nearest airport, etc. We
look into a subset of 11 periodic tasks, responsible for sensor

TABLE II: Overhead analysis for the FMS application.

Overrun Trigger Platform
Scheduler System Total

Overhead [%] Overhead [%] Overhead

Memory allocation
Xeon Phi 0.36 1.74 · 10−4 0.36
Core i5 0.03 4.90 4.93

reading, localization, and computation of the nearest airport.
Five are characterized by safety level DAL-B (we map it to
HI criticality level) and six by safety level DAL-C (we map it
to LO criticality level) based on the DO-178B standard [32].
The periods of the tasks vary among 200 ms, 1 sec, and 5 sec.
Based on these, we select the cycle and the frame length of
the FTTS as H = 5 sec and Lf = 200 ms, respectively. The
WCET of the tasks were derived based on measurements on the
Xeon Phi and the Core i5, respectively, see Sec. C of Appendix.
For HI-criticality tasks τi, we set the HI-level WCET estimates
Ci(HI) to 10ms, which is significantly greater than the worst
observed execution time. The task periods, criticality levels,
LO- and HI-level WCET on both platforms are shown in
Table III of the Appendix. FTTS schedules were generated for
4 processing cores, using the optimization framework of [1].
Both optimized schedules are feasible, i.e., fulfilling the FTTS
schedulability condition (2).

To trigger runtime overruns, we add an allocation of 10
1MB-memory blocks to the code of the HI-criticality tasks.
This choice is made because we empirically observed that the
memory allocation increases the tasks’ execution time beyond
their LO-level WCET, yet never beyond 10 ms (HI-level
WCET) on both platforms. This additional code is executed
with probability 50% for each job at runtime. The measured
overheads for executions on 4 cores and both target platforms
are shown in Table II. The many but simpler execution cores
on Xeon Phi incur an increased scheduler overhead. On the
other hand, on Core i5 a lower scheduler overhead is achieved
at the cost of a high system overhead. To some degree, this
overhead stems from the standard Linux kernel (expensive
context switches), over which the scheduling framework is
running and which is not designed for real-time applications.
In this aspect, the optimized and light-weight software stack of
the Xeon Phi shows its strengths. Additionally, on Core i5 the
scheduler and overrun checker threads share a core with several
worker threads. This increases the number of context switches
in the framework, resulting in higher system overhead.

Based on the results, we would choose the Xeon Phi
platform for executing the FMS. Even with a higher scheduler
overhead, the very low system overhead for 4 cores results
in much lower total overhead compared to the Core i5. With
this experiment we show that it is possible to schedule real-
world applications from our user-space framework for rapid
prototyping and testing. We can evaluate the overhead for
different platforms and decide which is best for the given
application. Similarly, we can use the framework to compare
different scheduling algorithms for the same platform or alter-
native implementations of the same scheduler.



VIII. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have discussed alternative solutions for
the implementation of common mixed-criticality mechanisms
for multicores, incl. task monitoring, global and partitioned
scheduling mode switch, inter-core synchronization. As mo-
tivational examples, we used two state-of-the-art scheduling
policies, one representing the industrial practice of partitioning
(FTTS) and one representing the most recent research efforts
which are based on task monitoring and dynamic scheduling
adaptations (pEDF-VD). The evaluation of a set of the imple-
mented mechanisms on top of Linux, on the manycore Xeon
Phi and a commodity 4-core Core i5 showed clearly that the
runtime overheads of mixed-criticality schedulers, esp. global
ones, should not be overlooked, since for a user-space im-
plementation and a large number of cores they can have a
tremendous impact on system schedulability. Our concluding
thesis is that selecting a scheduling policy, a target platform
and particular implementations of the scheduling mechanisms
for the deployment of a mixed-criticality application cannot be
performed independently. A user-space scheduling framework,
such as the one presented, enables the rapid prototyping and
comparison of various policies and implementation approaches
to guide high-level design space exploration. As a next step, the
development of efficient, timing-predictable mechanisms for
the selected approaches at the operating system and platform
levels needs to be addressed.
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Fig. 10: FTTS overheads for increasing utilization.

APPENDIX

A. Timed Sleep Analysis

Accurate timed sleep is very important for the implemen-
tation of the overrun checkers and dispatchers, as motivated in
Sec. VI-A. To this end, we have empirically analyzed the real
sleep delay with respect to the time argument that is passed to
the clock_nanosleep function. The results of our analysis
for sleep delays in the range from 1ns to 1sec are depicted in
Fig. 11. Each measurement in the 98% confidence interval
is marked with a dot in the graph, and the line shows the
average of these measurements. Note that the smallest sleep
delay for the Xeon Phi platform lies around 10ms and for the
Core i5 in the region of a few microseconds, respectively. Note
also that the large discrepancy between the specified and the
actual sleep duration can be a possible source of execution
time overruns on these platforms, especially on the Xeon Phi,
leading to repeated mode switches at runtime.
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Fig. 11: Measured sleep delays of clock_nanosleep.

B. Evaluation of Relative Scheduler Overheads on 16 and 32
Processing Cores of the Xeon Phi

For comparison to the overhead analysis in Sec. VII-A for
variable utilization on 8 cores, we also show the measured
overheads for 16 and 32 cores in Fig. 10 (FTTS) and 12 (pEDF-
VD), respectively. We observe that similar trends as for 8 cores
apply also for the 16- and 32-core systems.

C. FMS Task Execution Times

The task properties of the flight management system (FMS)
that we used as real-world example in Sec. VII-C are listed
in Table III. Beside the task periods and criticality level, we
show their measured WCETs on our two target platforms.
The WCETs were obtained by simulating a worst-case FTTS
schedule, where all tasks of the same criticality level execute in
parallel on separate cores. On each target platform, a 1 minute
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Fig. 12: pEDF-VD overheads for increasing utilization.

simulation was executed 10 times. For each task, the worst
execution time observed is chosen as LO-criticality WCET.
We set HI-criticality WCET estimates Ci(HI) to 10ms, which
is significantly greater than the worst observed execution time.
Based on these measurements, the FTTS schedules for the
simulations in Sec. VII-C were optimized according to the
methods presented in [1].

TABLE III: Flight Management System

Purpose Task CL
Period LO-Level HI-Level
[ms] Exec. Time [ms] Exec. Time [ms]

Xeon-Phi Core i5

Sensor data
τ1 LO 100 0.230 0.014 0
τ2 LO 100 0.150 0.005 0

acquisition τ3 HI 200 1.450 0.059 10

Localization

τ4 LO 100 0.140 0.004 0
τ5 LO 1000 0.150 0.006 0
τ6 LO 200 0.150 0.005 0
τ7 HI 200 1.580 0.050 10
τ8 HI 1000 0.380 0.021 10
τ9 HI 5000 0.140 0.016 10
τ10 HI 1000 0.060 0.005 10

Nearest Airport τ11 LO 1000 31.460 1.474 0
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